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Find the right candidates 
easily, quickly and efficiently with the Cvonline.hu Profile Search!

How it works

Benefits of the Profile Search

The new Profile Serach based on semantic search technology which allows us to easily make complex 
search queries.

 user-friendly interface

 increased chance of finding the most suitable candidates

 option of simultaneously sourcing multiple databases and  

 social media in one search task

 ability to quickly and easily save external profiles

In a single search task you can search multiple (CV) databases 
and social media.

Every profile you find in an external database or in social media 
can also be added to your own database in a few seconds, 
increasing your chances of finding the best candidates for your 
jobs. 









Searching with the search bar

Searching with Facets

Search features

When typing into the search box, you will get automatic 
suggestions for search terms.
 
Due to semantic technology, the software will give 
you suggestions for not only synonyms but also for 
word contexts and expressions.

We can filter candidates by selecting various 
categories such as qualification, language knowledge 
and city.

Searching with Tag Clouds

The tag clouds offer an additional way of finding 
information by visualising it.  The tag clouds include 
those words that can be found in selected and filtered 
candidates profiles after making a search query.Tag 
clouds are ideal for clearly displaying varied 
information. The larger the word, the more often this 
term appears in your database.



Relevance

Use of synonyms

Extensive search capabilities

You can adjust your search, to obtain more or fewer 
candidates. You can do so by stating which criteria 
are required (must have) or desirable (nice to have).

You can search more widely than just on your own 
keywords. Profile Search automatically includes 
synonyms and suggests related terms. 

Score indicator

How well your candidate matches your search, is 
presented by the score indicator. By hovering your 
mouse over the score, you will directly see which 
criteria your candidate does or does not meet. This way 
you will get even better insights into your results.



‘Compare candidate’-view

Compare candidates

With Profile Search you can easily compare 
candidates. The 'compare candidate'-view gives you 
an overview of a selection of candidates and how they 
match your search criteria. This allows you to easily 
and quickly make a selection of the most interesting 
profiles.



Searching in external sources

Active sourcing and tagging results

What if you do not have any useful results in your own 
database? Profile Search simultaneously searches 
external databases such as  LinkedIn, Xing, Facebook, 
GitHub, Stackoverflow.

Creating projects

In Profile Search you have the ability to create projects 
to store your search profiles and bookmark interesting 
results from your own database or external sources.

Tagging results

When you add an interesting profile, found in your own 
or external datatabase, to one or multiple projects, the 
search result gets the tag of the project. A tag is a label 
that can be given to a result. The tags in your database 
can be used as search criteria or as exclusion criteria.



Database price list

Access to full database
(227 000 CVs)

Access to CV's of selected categories 

Profil-monitoring**

Creating projects

Options for sending a group email 

Nearly 30 search filters 

Compare candidates

Searching in external sources
(LinkedIn, Xing, Facebook, GitHub, Stackoverflow) 

Score indicator

59 900 HUF 

* The prices of the most popular categories (Engineering, IT/Information Technology, Finance/Accounting/Controlling, Services/Customer Support, Trade/Sales)
are different: Database license by category is 69 900 HUF, Database license by category with external sources are 89 900 HUF.
** Specify your criteria and the latest relevant CVs are sent to your mailbox.
*** The prices above are valid for a month and do not include VAT.





















Database license
by category

159 900 HUF 











Full database

79 900 HUF

Database license
by category + 

external sources











179 900 HUF 

Full database +
external sources

* * * *
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